We present a new gate-level 
Introduction
Large currents flowing in power and ground routes adversely affect the reliability of VLSI systems. In particular, while the overall chip temperature is related to the average supply current, voltage drops and electromigration cannot be evaluated without having accurate estimates of the instantaneous and maximum currents flowing through power and ground routes (z.e., without having a detailed knowledge of timedomain current waveforms). In the last few years, patternindependent and pattern-dependent approaches have been developed to provide fast and accurate current estimates.
Pattern independent techniques ex.ploit the concepts of probability waveform [l, 21 and m a x i m u m envelope current [3] in order t o obtain current estimates directly from the input statistics. T h e accuracy of pattern independent estimates is impaired by the simplifying assumption that the current and the delay of each gate do not depend on its input signals. Moreover, the propagation of probability waveforms and maximum envelope currents is pattern independent only if the input signals are uncorrelated, while partial enumeration techniques are required otherwise [3] .
Pattern dependent techniques are essentially based on the following observation: the current drawn by a complex CMOS gate for a n y given input transition has almost the same behavior of the current drawn by an elementary gate with the same driving capability and switching capacitance. Hence, only a small set of reference g,ates actually need to be characterized, while any other gate simply needs to be reduced into the equivalent elementary one whenever a transition occurs at its inputs [4, 10, 5 , 6 To overcome most of the above mentioned problems, we developed a new logic-level simulator that provides accurate current waveforms. Starting from the approach proposed in [12] for power simulation, we constructed a more sophisticated model of CMOS gates that allows us t o take into account the dependence of the current pulses on both Boolean variables (representing input signds) and analog parameters (representing internal charge status, output load and input transition tim.es). An algorithm is also proposed to describe the effects of signal glitches and misaligned input transitions on the current drawn by a logic gate.
We restrict our scope t o CMOS circuits mapped on a pre-defined cell library and we use the two-step paradigm of library characterization and event-driven logic simulation. Current behavior of the basic library cells are characterized once for all, and current waveforms are obtained a t run time by composition, with small computational overhead. We implemented our algorithms in C using VERILOG-XL as simulation platform. The experimental results obtained on benchmark circuits are in good accordance with those provided by electrical simulation. In particular, 9% of average accuracy have been obtained on peak current estimates.
Current mod.el
T h e supply current drawn by a CMOS gate in response t o an input transition has two major contributions: a short circuit current directly flowing to ground and a charging current that actually changes the charge status a t some of the internal and output nodes (Fig. la) . Both contributions are strongly affected not only by the output load, but also by the input patterns applied t o the cell, by the input slopes and by the charge status at the internal nodes.
For given I/O conditions the waveform of the total current can be effectively approximated by an asymmetric triangular pulse. This is shown in Fig. l parameter. However, the size of such table must be large to avoid excessive inaccuracy (note that input slopes, output load and internal voltages are analog quantities that must be discretized in order to be used to address a look-up table).
We propose an alternative symbolic model that exploits the use of decision diagrams and linear regressions to provide compact and accurate representations of current parameters as functions of Boolean and analog variables.
M o d e l i n g t i m e parameters
In order to distinguish between significant currents and noise, we use a current threshold Ith, and we define time parameters considering only current values I ( t ) > Ith, as shown in Fig. l b (significant estimates have been obtained by using a threshold of one twentieth (5%) of the maximum measured current). Looking at Fig 2, we notice that the pulse duration is tightly related to the output load, while the location of the peak is mainly related to the input transition time. Furthermore, both dependencies are almost linear.
We approximated the dependence of T and T, on the 1/0 conditions as
where T is the input transition time, CL is the total output load (CL = CL, + CL^) possibly including wiring capacitances, and coefficients C O , c1, c2 and do, d l , d2 are to be set in order t o fit the results of electrical simulations. If there is more than one input signal switching at the same time, we take the average of the transition times as T .
T h e linear models of Eq. (1) 
Modeling the peak current
To define the upper vertex of the triangular pulse, we decided not to use the maximum measured current since it is strongly noise sensitive and it depends on the minimum time-step used in the electrical simulation. We decided, instead, t o use a model that preserves the total amount of charge (AQ) drawn by the cell during a transition. Since AQ represents the area of the current pulse, I p is defined in order to make the area of the triangular pulse equal to that of the original one:
Estimating AQ is still a difficult task, since it depends not only on the actual switching conditions, but also on the internal charge status ( i e . , on the inner structure of the gate and on its internal parasitic capacitances). This task, however, has already been addressed in [12] , where we presented an accurate symbolic model of CMOS gate power consumption. Based on this model, a gate-level power simulator (PPP) was developed providing single-pattern single-cell power estimates with 5% maximum error from the results of electrical simulations. In this context we then assume A Q to be available with sufficient accuracy during gate-level simulation, and we refer t o [12] for a detailed treatment. M i s a l i g n e d i n p u t t r a n s i t i o n s T h e model proposed so far provides a good estimate of the current pulse drawn by a generic CMOS gate corresponding to a generic transition between two input patterns. It is worth noting, however, that we implicitly made the assumption that all switching inputs have the same arrival times. Unfortunately, in actual circuits internal signals are in general slightly misaligned in time.
Though misaligned transitions have a sizable effect on power consumption and current flows, they have never been modeled at gate-level for two reasons. First, they elude any pre-characterization attempt due to the intractable number of possible combinations of signal skews. Second, the corresponding current waveforms are no longer shaped as triangular pulses.
In [la], we faced this problem in the context of power simulation and we proposed an effective solution based on the following observation: a misaligned transition of two i n p u t 
signals can be viewed as a n intermediate situation between two limiting cases: a simultaneous double transition, and a sequence of two disjoint single transitions.
Since P P P provided accurate power estimates in both the limiting cases, we decided to use linear interpolation between them to estimate the actual power consumption. We apply the same approach to current waveforms.
Consider, for instance, a misaligned transition between abc = 100 and abc = 010 at the inputs to the NOR gate of 
-t n~ ~ T A '
where T A is the duration of pulse A and the two transitions are assumed to be disjoint if the corresponding current pulses do not overlap.
To estimate the shape of the current pulse we must follow an event-driven approach, because our logic-level simulation model is inherently event-driven. First, notice that the second input event cannot affect the current behavior before its arrival time. Thus, when a switches we do not have any information on the future event on b. At time t e the triangular pulse (A) provided by the pre-characterized cell-model for a single transition of a is added to the overall current'. Let A have duration T A = l . l n s . When b :switches, the overlapping of the two transitions is easily detected by comparing its arrival time (t:) with t8 + T A .
Instead of adding B to the overall current, the interpolation procedure is then invoked and a new current pulse (namely, D) is constructed having th.e time parameters of B, and peak value I," such that its area corresponds to the difference between the interpolated value of AQ and the already considered charge AQA:
Hereafter we always refer to time-domain current waveforms. The addition of a pulse to the overall cunrent is to be intended as the sum of the corresponding time-continuous functions.
Notice that I," does not represent a real current and it may also take negative values. Nevertheless, the overall current estimate is a good approximation of the actual behavior provided by electrical simulation, as shown in Fig. 3 by pulse E. The intuition behind this procedure is that when b arrives, we correct the error made by scheduling the full current pulse upon the arrival of a.
3 Event-driven simulation During simul.ition, the current pulses of each gate are composed in order to obtain the overall supply current. We use a simple labeling mechanism t o represent the power distribution network: gates fed by the same supply route are associated with the same label. Whenever an event occurs at the input t o a gate, the corresponding current pulse is then added both to the overall supply current and to the current flow of the route corresponding to its label.
Pulse composition is the key step involved in current simulation and has a strong impact on the global performance. Since current pulses are not directly handled by traditional event-driven simulators, we propose an efficient algorithm for pulse management.
Pulse composition Consider a current pulse I ( t ) starting at time t o and having duration T . Since the pulse is a time-continuous function, adding it to the overall current Itot(t) would affect Itot(t) for every t E [ t o , TI, thus involving a number of operations related to the r.ztio between T and the time resolution. Kotice however that, since we approximate I ( t ) with a triangular pulse (with parameters I,, T,, T ) , it can be described by looking at the instantaneous changes of its slope, occurring T h e three instantaneous changes in the current slope actually represent an impulsive function that is the second order derivative of the triangular pulse. Adding impulsive functions is no longer a time-continuous operation. In an event-driven context, second order derivatives of current pulses can be added by following the three step paradigm of the above algorithm. Corresponding to an input event occurring at time t o , the three slope changes of the new current pulse are added t o the overall second order derivative at time t o , t o + T, and t o + T .
On the other hand, due to the linearity of derivation (D) and integration (T), the following property holds for any pair of functions j ( t ) and g ( t ) : In summary, adding a pulse t o the overall current actually entails only three additions (in the worst case). No additional events are generated. Integration is performed off-line once for all. ,4s a consequence, current monitoring does not impose substantial performance degradation on logic simulation. 4 Results and conclusions T h e algorithms described in this paper have been implemented in C and embedded into PPP [la] , that uses VERILOG-XL as simulation platform. According to the model described in Section 2, a low-power CMOS library [13] (including sequential elements and two-level cells) has been characterized using HSPICE to perform electrical simulations. Experimental results are reported in Table 1 . The first two columns contain the circuit name, and the number of cells used to implement it. Columns three and four represent the CPU times required by HSPICE and by PPP, respectively,, t o run simulation on a DECstation 5000. T h e speedup of PPP with respect t o HSPICE has always been between two and three orders of magnitude, with an average performance loss of 6 times with respect t o the simplest gate-level simulation with unit delay.
I benchmark
The last three columns represent the accuracy in terms of three parameters: z) the average absolute error of the time domain current waveform I ( t ) (represented with O.lns time resolution), ii) the average absolute error of the peak current per test-pattern I p ( n ) , and iii) the average absolute error of the duration of the overall current pulse per test-pattern
T ( n ) .
T h e average accuracy provided by our approach is of about 20% for time-domain current waveforms and 10% for peak current estimates.
The current waveform obtained for benchmark circuit a h 2 is reported in Fig. 4 .a and compared with that provided by HSPICE. The accuracy of our current estimation is evident.
Peak and average current estimates are compared in Fig.  4 .b for 50 input transitions applied to circuit C7552. It is worth noting that there are no linear relations between the two measures. Moreover, they take maximum values corresponding to completely different input transitions. This result confirms the importance of peak current estimations because such quantity cannot be obtained from average currents provided by traditional power simulators. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a new symbolic model of current flows in CMOS gates, and a new gate-level current simulator. We have described the three key concepts that enable accurate logic-level current estimation, namely: i) triangular approximation for the current pulses generated by CMOS gates, ii) mixed Boolean and min-square fitting techniques to model the dependence of current waveforms from 1/0 conditions, iii) efficient event-driven waveform generation based on second derivatives and off-line integration. Additionally, we leverage the accurate power information provided by PPP. These ideas enable efficient solution to the main issues in accurate and efficient current simulation. The current simulator is available for evaluation a t the following URL: http://akebono.stanford.edu/users/PPP.
